Students gather to celebrate King's birthday

Candles, readings help Saint Mary's remember civil rights leader

By CHRISTOPHER SHIPLEY

Everybody has a story.

Members of the Notre Dame community gathered together last night in the Chapel of the Holy Cross to share their stories and pay tribute to the spirit and ancestry of the late Martin Luther King, Jr. The majority of the prayer service, held in honor of the national celebration of King's birthday, focused on the struggle to realize the dream of the civil rights leader. Chandra Johnson, assistant director of Campus Ministry, pointed out to the crowd that the struggle at Notre Dame to participate in King's dream is still a large one.

"It is the responsibility of this committee to bring forth the message of Martin Luther King in an applicable way to our community," Johnson told those at the service. "However, we were conscious that in our own community we were struggling. We were struggling to respect each other."

Johnson proposed that the way to end the struggle was to keep on campus in a listening again to King's original messages. The lessons within these messages, she said, revealed the way to harmony between all people.

A video presentation entitled "Stories: A Tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr." told the story of a campus of Notre Dame students. The video, prepared by Student Senate, Faith and Retreat Center, included participants answers to four questions intended to question the basics of one's understanding of the difference between being a Christian and an American. The four statements questioned creation stories, the idea of being an American, the gifts of those at Notre Dame, and the message and life in the their stories.

"We were struggling to respect each other..." stated Johnson. "As we struggle to respect each other..."

"It is our hope and prayer that those who come after us will learn more about a man who changed the very course of human history." Johnson said.

Following in the idea of starting at the beginning, gatherers were invited to listen to a reading of Genesis and then share their thoughts on injustice and inspiration with the rest of the group. Members of the staff were also asked to answer the same four questions that were posed of the students in "Stories."

"What we will witness is that there is a common thread that runs through all our lives that will allow us to determine who God is," Johnson said.

Candles, readings help Saint Mary's remember civil rights leader

By COLLEEN MCCARTHY

In observance of Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday, members of the Saint Mary's community as well as students, faculty and staff from the W.E.B. Dubois Family Learning Center came together at an interfaith prayer service in Stapleton Lounge dedicated to remembering King, Jr., through songs, prayers, and readings.

As those who gathered to celebrate entered the lounge, there was a curtain that was which was later lit during a song as the candle light was passed from leaders of the service to the other members of the assembly.

The event following the lighting of the candles, students from the W.E.B. Dubois Family Learning Center participated in the reading, "The Cold Within" which detailed the necessity of interaction between people of different races, religion, and social classes. Additionally, students took part in the reading of a piece by Martin Luther King titled, "Antidotes to Fear" from Strength to Love.

The service then paused for a moment of silent reflection during which those gathered were asked to reflect on obstacles that inhibit them from reaching out to other people and how they could overcome these obstacles. Following the silence, student participants were then asked to discuss and reflect their ideas and thoughts with someone sitting near them in an effort to promote dialogue regarding race, the significance of the day and other issues also.

CAMPUS LIFE COUNCIL

New council evaluates goals

By MATTHEW LOUGHRAN

The Campus Life Council decided last night to set up a special committee that will examine the bylaws and goals of the council as set forth by the University Board of Trustees. The committee, which will meet during the two-week intervals between CLC meetings, cannot actually change the bylaws or purpose of the council. These can only be changed by the Board of Trustees, by whose mandate the council was established in first place. But the members of the special committee will be charged with trying to find ways to improve the CLC that can be recommended to the board. "The Student Senate, the Hall Presidents Council and all other aspect of campus government have been redefined in the past year," argued Murray Hall senator Matt Szabo, the chair of the community life committee which proposed the evaluation. "The CLC has remained unchanged. We are still operating under a mission statement and bylaws that have not changed since the late 1970s."

Patrick Doyle, Dillon Hall senator, who volunteered to be a member of the committee, warned that, "This is a pregnant issue that we are getting into. We know that there are a lot of people out there at others, that have past CLC experience and we have seen what goes on from year to year." "We are the official line of communication between the campus community and the administration," Szabo said. "I think that we have to ask twice president for Student Affairs Patrick O'Hara and the Board of Trustees if this is what we are here for. Are we just for show or do we have more of a purpose? It is worth looking into."

Dillon Hall senator A.J. Boyd asked that the committee also look into the possibility of updating the Campus Life Council bylaws. "We talked about doing this earlier in the year," said Boyd. "But it would probably be easier for the[...]

see CCL/ page 6
Can You Hear Them?

Abortion is one of the most explosive, sensitive, and controversial watershed issues in our era that divides the electorate. Emotions rage during debate. The nature of life is in bitter conflict with the nature of choice. People base their votes for civic leaders solely on a candidate's position. And 50 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students have been set over the past quarter of a term in a strict parochial school, and that kind of action is not in the nature of choice. It's scary. Kids in junior high, and even first grade, are beginning to experiment sexually. Not everyone is afforded the protective walls of a strict parochial school, and that kind of action is not in the nature of choice.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Tuesday, January 20, 1998

Investigation reveals more details about wrestler's death

ANN ARBOR, Mich. Ninety minutes before his death, Jeffrey Reese, the Michigan wrestler who died Dec. 9 while trying to shed extra pounds by the day before a bout, matched his reach to delay a weigh-in until the next morning.

"Jeff asked me if he could delay his weigh-in in the following morning. Since another wrestler had already certified at that weight class, Jeff knew the team was covered at 153 pounds," assistant coach Joe McFarland said in a Dec. 12 statement to police, which was obtained by Detroit News yesterday under a Freedom of Information Act request.

"I reminded Jeff that he would have to be certified this evening as scheduled or would not be able to compete." Reese, a kinesiology junior, was trying to shed 17 pounds to compete in the 150-pound weight class at 6:30 p.m. on Dec. 9. Reese was still 1.7 pounds from his desired weight.

The statement to police said that Reese was wearing a "safety shirt" over his usual clothes.

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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Distinguished alum dies at 86

Notre Dame alumnus Edmund Stephan, 86, senior counsel to the Chicago law firm of Mayer, Brown & Platt and chairman emeritus of Notre Dame's Board of Trustees, died last Friday in Chicago.

Stephan was the legal architect of the 1967 transformation of the University from sole control of its founding religious community, the Congregation of Holy Cross, to a two-tiered governing structure consisting of the Fellows of the University — six Holy Cross priests and six lay persons — and a 30-60 member, predominantly lay, Board of Trustees.

Having designed the new structure, Stephan became one of 12 charter fellows and the first chairman of the newly constituted trustees, serving in both roles until being elected a Life Trustee and chairman emeritus in 1982. He also at that time was designated Counsel to the Fellows and continued in that role until his death.

A 1933 Notre Dame graduate, Stephan earned his law degree from Harvard University in 1939 and joined Mayer, Brown & Platt in 1945. He was the recipient of an honorary doctor of laws degree from Notre Dame in 1967, and in 1983 he and his wife, Evy, were awarded the University's Laetare Medal. This medal is commonly regarded as the foremost award given to American Catholics.

At the time of his death, Stephan was chairman of the board of trustees of the Lloyd Fry Foundation, a trustee of the Arthur Schmitt Foundation, a member of the Finance Council of the Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago and a member of the Archdiocese's Big Shoulder Fund, which supports inner-city parochial schools.

Counsel to the Fellows and continued in that role until his death. A 1933 Notre Dame graduate, Stephan earned his law degree from Harvard University in 1939 and joined Mayer, Brown & Platt in 1945. He was the recipient of an honorary doctor of laws degree from Notre Dame in 1967, and in 1983 he and his wife, Evy, were awarded the University’s Laetare Medal. This medal is commonly regarded as the foremost award given to American Catholics.
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‘Generations’ campaign grows

Notre Dame has received a four-year grant of $60,000 from the O’Connor Foundation of Oklahoma City to provide scholarships for under-privileged students from the Oklahoma City area.

“We are grateful to the O’Connor for this generous grant,” said University President Father Edward Malloy. “The broad geographical diversity of our student body is one of Notre Dame’s most treasured distinctions, and the O’Connor Family Scholarships will help us attract and retain the finest students from a remarkable region.”

Recipients of the O’Connor Family Scholarships will be selected by the Notre Dame Club of Oklahoma City and administered by the office of financial aid of the University.

Father Joseph O’Connor III, a 1939 alumnus of the University and his wife, Kimara, both of Oklahoma City are the donors to the O’Connor Family Foundation of Oklahoma City. O’Connor’s late father, William Joseph (“Skippy”) O’Connor, was a 1945 alumnus. His mother, Jane O’Connor, is a Notre Dame benefactor as well.

The grant is a component of the University’s $767 million “Generations” campaign.

The Jacques Maritan Center presents

Paul Mankowski, S.J.

Father Mankowski is Professor Invitus of Hebrew at the Pontifical Biblical Institute in Rome. A South Bend native, he entered the Society of Jesus in 1967 and was ordained a priest in 1976 by Archbishop Daniel Pilarczyk of Cincinnati. He received his Bachelors in Classics and Philosophy from the University of Chicago, his Masters in the same from Oxford, his Masters of Divinity and Licentiate of Sacred Theology from the Weston Jesuit School of Theology in Massachusetts, and his Doctorate in Semitic Philology from Harvard.

Father Mankowski will be discussing what the Old and New Testaments have to say about homosexual acts, both as an authority on the history of biblical language and as a priest who works at a pontifical institute in Rome. He hopes that his talk will contribute a needed perspective to the campus discussion about homosexuality.

Cards facilitate designated driving

In an effort to encourage and remind people not to drink and drive, Notre Dame Student Government and the Drug and Alcohol Education Office have designed Designated Driver cards that entitle the holder of the card to free soft drinks at various locations for being designated driver.

The cards also have the Saferide phone number on them as well as the days and times that Saferide is available. Cards are available in the Student Government Office on the second floor of LaFortune and in the Drug and Alcohol Office located on the mezzanine floor of LaFortune.

“Th...
Service
continued from page 1
Highlighting the issue of fear amongst people of different races was the point of a personal reflection by Saint Mary's junior Tysus Jackson. Dealing with the issue of interracial friendships, Jackson offered an anecdote from her childhood dealing with a white friend who was afraid of Jackson's color.

"At nine years old, I learned that people would be afraid of me because of my blackness. At 21, I know there are more people who still are afraid of me because of my color," Jackson said.

She continued by emphasizing the importance of love, trust and faith that King spoke of when dealing with fear of people of other races.

Senior Jennifer Warner was pleased with the number of people who came to the service.

"For the Saint Mary's campus to recognize this day is very important. Particularly with an interfaith prayer service to celebrate King, Jr.'s birthday because he tried to perpetuate the interaction between people of different faiths," Warner explained.

One of those attending the interfaith prayer service hoped that what was celebrated yesterday would not be forgotten.

"It was a great gift to have the Saint Mary's community and guests come together in prayer and celebration. I hope it energizes us to carry out and continue what we celebrated," Sister Betty Smoyer said.

Chapel
continued from page 1
Voices of Faith Gospel Choir and Rejoice Black Catholic Choir provided the musical interludes for the evening and brought the crowd to their feet after their rendition of "Where the Spirit Is."

The prayer service was followed by a reception in the Keenan and Stanford Halls lobby.

The Dr. Martin Luther King Celebration Planning Committee included students and faculty representing several organizations on campus including the Center for Social Concerns, Campus Ministry and the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs.

Amway Corporation
Amway Corporation recruiting Wed, February 11th
Accounting Internship Positions. Amway's global operations provide stimulating opportunities for accounting students to experience a variety of areas including financial reporting, pricing, global operations analysis, management accounting & analysis, Activity Based Costing, cash management, international accounting and budget performance planning.

Amway's Financial Services division has the best available technology at their disposal.

Position Requirements:
All interested students must be eligible to work on a permanent full-time basis in the U.S., regardless of citizenship status, GPA a minimum of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale, and you must bring a copy of your most recent transcript to your interview.

Overview of Company:
Amway Corporation is one of the world's largest direct selling companies with operations in 80 countries and territories, and more than 14,000 employees worldwide. More than 3 million Amway distributors market Amway products in such fields as home care, homtech, personal care, health & fitness, commercial line products, and catalog shopping.

Amway is a privately held company with estimated annual sales in excess of $7.0 billion.

See Career & Placement Services for an appointment.

Please recycle
The Observer!
One dead, three wounded at Martin Luther King parade

Baton Rouge, La.

A simmering fight between two parades erupted into gunfire at a Martin Luther King Day parade on Monday, killing one man and wounding three young children.

The parade was apparently personal and not racial or political, said Kelly Phillips, a police spokesman. Police were searching for at least one shooter, who was believed to be black.

All the victims were black and it was not clear whether they were bystanders or participants.

Kelly described the aftermath of the shooting as “mass pandemonium.” In the debate over opening marches to shooting, King splattered with blood.

There were no spectacular in the area near the fire hydrant where the shooting happened, and everyone seemed as happy as could be, until suddenly there was a gunshot.

Kelly told reporters at a Martin Luther King Jr. King Day parade at Baton Rouge, La., killed one person and wounded three young children.

Police said the shooting was the result of a fight and race was not a factor.

But I couldn’t let her go. “Those kids were hol­lery,” he said. “Then people began run­ning and everyone seemed as happy as could be, beginning with a promise to nullify a provision in the covenant of the Palestinian Liberation Organization that calls for the destruction of Israel as a Jewish state.

We cannot be asked to sign a second agreement while the first agreement is being violated,” he said.

Insisting that the Palestinians, in an open meeting, should tear up the char­ter, Netanya­h said: “How else can you have peace if your partner has a constitu­tion that calls for your destruction.”

Clinton, due to see Netanya­h on Tuesday and Arafat on Thursday, was upbeat about the White House meet­ings.

“I’ve got high hopes,” the presi­dent told reporters at a Martin Luther King Day appearance at a local high school. “I’ve worked hard on it. I’m committed to making it a success. I’m going to do my part.”

Clinton met privately at the White House with American Jewish leaders.

According to one of the participants, there was no attempt to give Netanya­h the cold shoulder or put the ou­ns on Israel for a slowdown in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations.

Associated Press

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanya­h gestures political leaders yesterday in Washington.

Netanya­h arrives in U.S. for talks

AP Photo

Israel

Netanya­h, speaking hour­ly but sounding a roussing theme, told a widely enthusiastic Christian group that “there is no peace with weakness.”

The Rev. Jerry Falwell keynoted the reception in a crowded hotel with an upbeat about the White House meeting.

“IT drives home some of the points I tried to make today,” he said. “We have got to work to eliminate violence. It is totally out of hand.”

U.S. Markets were closed today because of Martin Luther King, Jr.’s birthday.

Chicago, Ill.
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FDA requires permit to clone CLC

Associated Press

WASHINGTON

The Food and Drug Administration has a warning for the Chicago physicist who wants to clone a human. The agency will shut down anyone who tries without its permission.

Richard Seed's cloning plans have sparked a public outcry and a race by Congress and the states to ban cloning.

With the FDA filling what critics had called a regulatory vacuum, scientists say lawmakers should take more time to ensure vaguely worded anti-cloning bills don't also ban lifesaving medical research.

"It's been a public and media assumption that there is nothing on the books that would even slow or stop Dr. Seed," said Carl Feldbaum of the Biotechnology Industry Organization, which represents biotechnologists involved in cloning research. FDA intervention "creates at least some breathing space."

FDA investigators plan to make clear to Seed that federal regulations require that he file for FDA approval to attempt cloning—permission highly unlikely.

"We're not only able to move, we're prepared to move," said Dr. Michael Friedman, FDA's acting commissioner, noting the agency can go to court to stop unauthorized cloning attempts.

"The scientific issues are far from clear and...there are some significant ethical concerns that have to be dealt with," added Friedman, noting that the first cloning success—the Scottish sheep Dolly—took 277 tries. For safety reasons, "We're more interested in the 277 failures than in the success."

Seed did not return a call for comment, but says he plans to clone a person within 18 months. A physicist, Seed has no medical degree, no laboratory backing and little money, so scientists aren't taking him seriously.

But President Clinton urged Congress to ban human cloning, congressional leaders have pledged quick action after they return next week, and bills are pouring into state legislatures.

Scientists say broadly worded bills already pending in Congress would ban cloning-related research that could one day grow replacement organs, mend spinal-cord injuries and even treat infertility. The key, they say, is banning only baby-making by cloning.

"One man who's on the fringe has drawn a lot of attention in Washington and state capitals," said Dr. Benjamin Vainger of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine. "If they are going to do this, we come up with legislation that bans cloning but permits research and travel expenses for the lecturers, as well as for publishing costs to distribute the speech."

McMeel is a 1957 graduate of Notre Dame and a member of the American Association of University Women, an organization that represents women in higher education. He will also serve as a member of the advisory committee of the University of Notre Dame's University of the Arts and Letters.
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Security forces arrest four for bus ambush and rapes

Associated Press

Guatemalan security forces have arrested four suspects and are hunting for three others Monday after five American college students were forced off their bus in daylight ambush of their bus.

College in Maryland, on campus, two pickup trucks, police said at the scene here, 45 miles southwest of Guatemala City. They have been operating for some time," said the detective, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The security forces are trying to capture the (suspects) "... so that they can face the full force of the law," said Mendora, who declined to discuss specifics of the case in which five young women were raped.

A police detective told The Associated Press that two more men had been detained Monday in Guatemala City and taken to a prison in the capital.

This group specialized in robbing long-distance tour buses. They have been operating for some time," said the detective, who spoke on condition of anonymity.
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# Campus Ministry This Week #

**Tuesdays, 7:00 pm, Campus Ministry-Badin Office**

**Campus Bible Study**

**Wednesday, January 21, 7:00 - 8:00 pm, Stanford-Keenan Chapel**

**Rehearsal for New Campus Ministry Choir**

which will sing at inter-denominational Wednesday **Contemporary Prayer Services** on February 4, March 4, April 1 and April 29, 7:30 pm-8:00 pm at Stanford-Keenan Chapel in a variety of musical styles, from Taize chants to lively contemporary songs. All are welcome, including instrumentalists. Please contact Karen Schneider-Kirner or Sarah Granger @ 1-5242.

**Friday-Saturday, January 23-24, St. Joe Hall**

**Freshman Retreat #14** for Freshmen of Alumni, Breen-Phillips, Keough, Howard, Knott, Lyons, McGlinn, Pasquerilla West and Sorin.

**Friday-Saturday, January 23-24, Fatima Retreat Center**

**Marriage Preparation Retreat**

**Saturday, January 24, Lindenwood Retreat Center**

**Voices of Faith Gospel Choir Spring Retreat**

**Sunday, January 25, Stanford-Keenan Chapel**

**Misa En Espanol - Spanish Mass**

**Monday-Friday, January 26-30, 103 Hesburgh Library**

**Sign-up: NDE Retreat #50 (Feb.27-March 1)**

**EMMAUS**

Are you interested in joining a scripture/faith sharing group in your residence hall? Discover a new way to be part of a community to enrich your faith. Stop in to Campus Ministry for information or contact Jim Lies, C.S.C., John or Sylvia Dillon, Kate Barrett or Sarah Granger at 631-5242.

**Announcement:** Starting Monday, January 26 Campus Ministry will have daily events calendar in the Observer. Please look us up and join us in our programs!
New Millennium, New Curriculum

I could have done lots of things during winter break. I could have gone fishing or visited Mexico. Even at 83 degrees, the beach wasn’t out of the question.

Isaac Ruiz

I could have eaten really big food at a really big Tex-Mex steakhouse. Everything is bigger in Texas. Yes, I could have washed my pick-up truck, and I could have carried a concealed handgun. But instead, I did the same thing you did during the holidays.

I watched TV.

And I don’t regret it. I, for one, am not accustomed to admit that television is what holds this country together. TV brought us the staged moon landing and has given us a new generation of heroes like Bob Saget and Roseanne. Not to mention TV’s effects on the development of language and even the documentation of what a secret — without Martha Stewart, this country would be much less "toilet paper roll tube crafts." IN Martha Stewart, this country is full of "boys," we did some research. In trying to understand the viewpoint of the author, we looked up "platonic" in the dictionary. To no surprise, it read: a non-physical, intellectual, ideal, and spiritual relationship. What we did not find was a friendship based on visits to Bridgeport’s, "drunk dialing," and fixations on movie stars.

The inability to form an ideal relationship can be traced to selection of social activities. Worthy Notre Dame men are not to be found at Bridgeport’s, or by any other bar. It is just that Notre Dame students tend to be more intelligent, decent, and honest when encountered in other settings. Dorm Masses, volunteer programs, and other such activities should be pursued to find mature Notre Dame men.

Developing "meaningful friendships" is difficult between genders if a woman perceives all the men she meets as being uninterested in a solely platonic relationship. These false assumptions are not conducive to starting a friendship. It is difficult, or ultimately futile, to try to build a strong bond if this barrier of misinterpretation exists.

Some women would also be well served in abandoning their Leonardo DiCaprio, and the like, fantasies. As Notre Dame men, we are trouble relating to someone who is infatuated with a movie star based solely on his looks and portrayals on screen. We are more interested in women, romantically and romantically, who don’t base their desires on physically attractive people, but rather on the whole person.

Connecting with another real life person is far more gratifying than dreaming of a one-dimensional movie star.

Being honest and sincere will lead to strong relationships founded on common value systems and beliefs.
If Dr. Martin Luther King were alive today, what would he say about the status of civil rights?

“I feel he would be extremely disappointed because since his death we have come basically to a standstill. As a matter of fact, recently I feel we have regressed in the issues of civil rights.”

Nikole Hannah
Senior, Welsh Family

“I think he would still see room for improvement. He would still want changes to be made.”

Fred Kelly
Senior, St. Edward’s

“Don’t forget about yesterday! He would want Americans to remember the struggles of the past.”

Dameyon Harrison
Junior, Knott

“I think he’d be happy with some progress that has been made. I think he would find new issues in today’s society.”
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Praying for a

By MARY MARGARET NUSSBAUM
Associate Accent Editor

Monday night, Chandra Johnson, an elegant African-American with a true stage presence, began the prayer service at Stanford-Keenan chapel. “Welcome to a moment of grace,” she says. The room is full. Professors and nuns and varsity athletes and young men who are experimenting with goatees have crowded in. The gathering includes people of all ages and of all colors. They are looking for what Johnson offers and for what Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., need; they are looking for grace.

King was born in 1929 in Atlanta, Ga. His beginnings were humble. He suffered the same ugly injustices that have scarred so many people of color. But, as King would later testfy, he was born into a home where faith was food and love reigned supreme. King attended Morehouse College, Crozier Theological Seminary and received his doctorate from Boston University. He became a Baptist minister. He would marry Coretta Scott and have four children.

His deep devotion and a fiery sense of purpose drove him to become the shepherd of the civil rights movement, and a prophet of peace. King led the Montgomery Bus Boycott and headed the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. In 1964 he won the Nobel Peace Prize.

King shared his spiritual commitment to creative non-violence with Ghandi, Dorothy Day, Henry David Thoreau and Cesar Chavez. He spoke in the rich pulpit-trained baritone voice which had first swayed sweaty congregations in Ebenezer Baptist Church. On this day, in 1963, he would sway a nation.

Standing in the shadow of Abraham Lincoln, King proclaimed, “We have also come to this hallowed spot to remind America of the fierce urgency of now. This is no time to engage in the luxury of cooling off or to take the tranquilizing drug of gradualism. Now is the time to rise from the dark and desolate valley of segregation to the sunlit path of racial justice; now is the time to lift our nation from the quicksands of racial injustice to the solid rock of brotherhood; now is the time to make justice a reality for all of God’s children.

Father Jim Lies speaks of making justice a reality at Notre Dame. He speaks of a God who can “save us from our own selves, from our pettiness and greed.” He encourages those gathered at the Stanford-Keenan Chapel to realize that they must work tirelessly for justice and peace. Prayer cards titled “For the times when ...” are distributed throughout the crowd. Lies asks the people to reflect on experiences of injustice and of inspiration. The familiar chords of Amazing Grace can be heard.
I am not unmindful that some of you have come here out of great trials and tribulations. Some of you have come fresh from narrow cells. Some of you have come from areas where your quest for freedom left you battered by the storm(s) of persecution and stung by the winds of police brutality. You have been the veterans of creative suffering. Continue to work with the faith that unearned suffering is redemptive.

Go back to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go back to Georgia, go back to Louisiana, go back to the slums and ghettos of our northern cities, knowing that somehow this situation can and will be changed. Let us not wallow in the valley of despair.

I say to you today, my friends, that in spite of the difficulties and frustrations of the moment, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream.

I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: "We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are created equal.

I have a dream that one day on the red hills of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slave owners will be able to sit down together at a table of brotherhood.

I have a dream that one day even the state of Mississippi, a desert state, swelling with the head of injustice and oppression, will be transformed into an oasis of freedom and justice.

I have a dream that my four children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character.

I have a dream today.

I have a dream that one day the state of Alabama, whose governor's lips are presently dripping with the words of interposition and nullification, will be transformed into a situation where little black boys and black girls will be able to join hands with white boys and white girls and walk together as sisters and brothers.

I have a dream today.

I have a dream that one day every valley shall be exalted, every hill and mountain shall be made low, the rough places will be made plain, and the crooked places will be made straight, and the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it together.

This is our hope. This is the faith with which I return to the South. With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountains of despair a stone of hope. With this faith we will be able to live in freedom and justice.

This will be the day when all of God's children will be able to sing with a new meaning, "My country, 'tis of thee, sweet land of Liberty, of thee I sing. Land where my fathers died, land of the pilgrim's pride, from every mountain side, let freedom ring."

And if America is to be a great nation this must become true. So let freedom ring from the prodigious hills of New Hampshire. Let freedom ring from the mighty mountains of New York. Let freedom ring from the bright and radiating Alleghenies of Pennsylvania! Let freedom ring from the snow-capped Rockies of Colorado! Let freedom ring from the curvaceous peaks of California! But not only that; let freedom ring from Stone Mountain of Georgia! Let freedom ring from Lookout Mountain of Tennessee! Let freedom ring from every hill and every mountain in Mississippi. From every mountain side, let freedom ring.

When we let freedom ring, when we let it ring from every village and every hamlet, from every state and every city, we will be able to speed up that day when all of God's children, black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and Catholics, will be able to join hands and sing in the words of the old Negro spiritual, "Free at last! Free at last! Thank God Almighty, we are free at last!"

Excerpt from "I Have a Dream" by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., delivered on the steps at the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D.C., on Aug. 28, 1963.
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Lakers’ announcer calls 300th consecutive game

INGLEWOOD, Calif. • Chick Hearns was willing to talk. Nothing in life ever goes pure that natural
I feel like I’ve heard that before. He said, “after a miserable night.”
He was taking this hard. It was the regular season and already
it had been a disappointment to him, but he was still wrestling with this disappointment
personally. He was taking it personally. He always does.

Sometimes if you didn’t know he was a Lakers announcer, you would never know he was biased against the team.
Lakers announcer Chick Hearns said recently Jerry West said, “But
down inside, he lives and dies
ever. He can’t tell me anything.

“I can’t tell you how many times I’ve had calls in the office when he was really down after a loss and I try to encourage him. It’s not the way the NBA is comprised. You can’t play. You can’t
be down like that. I have people don’t see that side of him, because they see him up and he’s doing the time.

It’s not like Hearns hasn’t had a lot of experience watching the Lakers stumble now and then. He’s been broadcasting their
games for 38 years. “But his whole outlook on life is, ‘If the Lakers are doing,’” assistant
public relations director Raymond Biderman, said. “We win eight in a row, it’ll be so excited, he’ll say, ‘We’re going to the NBA.
Finals. Can nobody beat us?’
Then if we lose the next one it’s, ‘Don’t know if this team can make the playoffs.’
So how does Chick Hearns have endured so many years?
Want to know how he could possibly broadcast his 3000th consecutive game Monday when the Lakers host the Orlando Magic?

There is no way he cares so much.
There really is no way to put a number to it. There is nothing to compare to it. What has anyone ever done 3,000 consecutive
times? What can be used for a perspective?
Hearns started broadcasting the Lakers in 1961. He was a
local sportscaster on Channel 4, but soon became a Lakers owner.
Jack Kent Cooke realized what description talent was focusing on the
Lakers.
From the moment he first heard Chick Hearns was West, he was a natural. No
one on the entire basket, ball lexicon adopted throughout the
country. He did the play-by-play
play-by-play with Bill Sharman. Both
were critically and authoritatively.
Wish to be a color man who
wished to try in more than a few words.
In his 38 years, he has missed
two consecutive games. One because he
was covering a golf tournament for the
Bob Hope Classic, and couldn’t
get to St. Louis. In the second one last was in November
1966, when he was in Estonia, Ark.,
working a college football game for NBC and ran
poured down at the airport where Cooke had a Lear jet waiting.
As the plane touched the ground, the pilot waved his arms to indicate
there would be no flight.
“What’s the matter?” Hearns
asked.
“Don’t like the weather,” he
said.
Hearns argued briefly, and then said, up high, into his
earphones, “Well, if you don’t like the weather, I don’t like it either,”
he said.
There are always things that make this streak so remark-
al. The 10-year anniversary of the 17th season as a Lakers
assist coach. “It’s just incredible to hear that没有人 loves the game
There are a lot of people who live in the outlying areas of
Southern California who have never been to a Lakers game, and
they’ve only heard one of their
to watch. “It’s been pretty much
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Princeton continues to prove ranking is no fluke

By JACK CURRY
Associated Press Writer

NEW HAVEN — The Princeton players have perhaps the most precise and definitely the most unusual college basketball team in the nation are sitting at school desks inside a musty room waiting to oppose Yale on a January night. A curtain surrounds the Princeton Tigers to supposedly muffle the sounds of students on rowing machines as coach Bill Carmody lectures his squad.

But Carmody is the rare coach in this strange setting. His voice is passionate and his eyes are excitable as he hovers over the side of school desks in front of machines as coach Bill Carmody lectures his squad.

"Each time you go out there, you want to show this is the product of your hard work," Carmody tells them. "It's such a special time for you. There are 35-year-old guys who play basketball every weekend and wish they could be where you are." He continues: "Enjoy it, but whatever you do is what people are going to remember you by. When you're 25, you don't want to think back that we didn't play well against Yale. Why not remember playing 15 straight games where we were great? This is a special time. Let's do it by." Over the next 40 minutes, Princeton did not. While the Tigers (13-1) were not as dominant as they have been in losing only to then No. 1 North Carolina and achieving a No. 12 ranking, they never trailed while winning, 68-57. On this night, they won by scoring 66 of their points on layups, 3-pointers or free throws. They won by being patient and unselfish in a system Princeton has singularly employed since its former coach Pete Carril walked onto campus in 1967. They won by using a quick and underrated defense. And they won in an athletic manner that staying center Steve Goodrich above the key to direct the flow and keep the middle open. They want layups or 3-point attempts and patiently move from option to option until the search is successful.

"It's simpler than it looks," said Niagara coach Jack Armstrong, whose team lost to Princeton, 61-52, in the ECAC Holiday Festival. "That's ridiculous. These guys can play." Usually, they get their threes.

After Goodrich faked a backdoor pass and gave up the ball on the second possession against Yale, he used a screen set by James Mastaglio at the free-throw line to nail the first of Princeton's 11 3-pointers. The basket came off the 12th pass of the possession and destroyed 34 seconds of seemingly sound man-to-man defense by Yale. Usually, they get their layups. Midway through the first half, Mitch Henderson passed to Goodrich above the key. Goodrich faked handing the ball back to Henderson, a signal for a play, and Henderson veered right to screen Emerson Whiteley, Gabe Lewullis' defender. Whiteley anticipated it and shifted right to prevent a 3-pointer because Lewullis makes 44 percent from that range.

That opened the back door. Lewullis darted to his right and snared Goodrich's pass a stride from the basket for the second of Princeton's 14 layups. The first was on a signature, the play that Goodrich and Lewullis remember back to when they were 14, defending champions, in the first round of the 1996 NCAA tournament.

However, they do not even grade it. It is part of the system.

"I think when people tell me this is hard to do," Carmody said. "You can do this at any level." They're Smart and Hard-Nosed Goodrich, a 6-foot-10-inch senior, is the most critical player in Princeton's system because he is a player who comes out high in the offense and leaves the pivot open for cutting. He barely shot 3-pointers in the second half, but hit 12 percent from beyond the arc. Henderson is the point guard at Penn State. He was a star in last year's tournament.

"It's not as hard as it sounds," said local hero brother, Dan, is the starting point guard at Penn State. "Really, it isn't." With his crew cut and rugged approach, Lewullis looks like he belongs at a military academy. Actually, he flies singly at Princeton, where he is the elite 3-point shooter and showed it by making 5-of-8 again. Mastaglio is an adept passer and capable defender who takes the fewest shots among the starters.

"We have smart players who are very good athletes," said Carmody, the second-year head coach who started in absentia in 1982. "We used to hang around the Wake Forests and North Carolinas for 33, 34 minutes. Now we can win those games..."
which I was," Pilczuk said.

It took less than a minute to change everything.

With a rocket start and an acceleration that left the field in his wake, Pilczuk pulled swimming's upset of the decade, beating two-time Olympic champion Popov in the 50-meter freestyle of the World Championships.

Pilczuk finished in 22.29 seconds, 0.14 seconds ahead of Popov, who had not lost a major race since 1991.

"It never entered my mind that I would beat him," Pilczuk said. "I was racing for silver. I just happened to have an ideal race at an opportune time."

Pilczuk, 26, of Cape May Pointe, N.J., has a habit of doing the unexpected. Originally an NCAA Proposition 48 academic casualty, he went on to graduate magna cum laude from Auburn.

Popov, who was stabbed and seriously wounded on a Moscow street just after the Atlanta Games, won the 100 freestyle easily but said he "didn't have my best race" in the 50.

"Bill had the better race, he deserved it," Popov said. "I have a lot of gold medals, maybe it's time to start collecting silvers. It's not every day you can win a silver medal."

Pilczuk was the unexpected star of the World Championships, which ended Sunday, and Jenny Thompson. Amy Van Dyken and Australia's Michael Klim were the biggest.

Thompson, 24, of Dover, N.H., won four gold medals and a silver; Van Dyken, 24, of Littleton, Colo., won three golds; together they continued the sprint dominance they began in 1996 at Atlanta.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

Shorin-Ryu Karate—This semester-long course meets in Rockne Room 219 on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6-7:30 p.m., starting Jan. 29. You must register in advance at RecSports. A demonstration will be held at 6:40 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 27, in Rockne Rm. 219.

Ballet—RecSports will be sponsoring Beginner and Advanced Ballet. The beginner class is for dancers with 0-4 years experience. Both classes are semester-long classes. The beginner class meets on Saturdays from 10:15-11:45 a.m. and Tuesdays from 6:45-7:45 p.m. The advanced class meets on Sundays from 1:15-2:45 p.m. and Wednesdays from 6:45-7:45 p.m. There will be an information meeting on Sunday, Jan. 25, at 1:30 p.m. in Rockne Rm. 301. Sign-ups will begin at 8 a.m. on Monday, Jan. 26, in the RecSports office. Classes will begin on Saturday, Jan. 31.

Jazz Dance - A Jazz Dance class will be offered Saturdays and Tuesdays from 12-1:30 p.m. (Sat.) and 8-9 p.m. (Tues.) in Rockne Rm. 301. All levels are welcome, but space is limited. There will be an information meeting on Sunday, Jan. 25, at 2 p.m. in Rockne Rm. 301. The fee is $25 for the semester and sign-ups will begin at 8 a.m. on Monday, Jan. 26, in the RecSports office. Classes will begin on Saturday, Jan. 31.

Downhill Ski Trip - RecSports will be sponsoring a Downhill Ski trip to Swiss Valley. The fee for those needing to rent skis is $28, and for those who will bring their own skis, the cost is $19. All participants must register in advance at RecSports on or before Wednesday, Jan. 28.
Hi, I'm Colleen Hendraw, your NIKE student rep. Sports 1/2 Page tracks upcoming sports and NIKE events at Notre Dame. E-mail me at colleen.hendraw@nike.com with events, athletes or teams you think deserve a mention. If you tried to reach NIKE but couldn’t, try sports@hallofnike.com.

Welcome back! Hope everyone had a great and restful holiday break. Now that the weather is colder and you're heading inside to work out, look for me in the gym with thirsty towels for your sweaty bodies.

DOING IT

The fields might be frozen over, but that doesn’t put Women’s Field Hockey practices on ice. This dedicated club team simply takes the workout indoors where practice is just as intense as in the open air in warmer months. For hours each week, these women hone their individual and team skills to gear up for fierce competition against teams from all over the Midwest in the months ahead. Practices are from 9:00 to 11:00 PM Mondays and Wednesdays at LaFort, and new players are always welcome.

THE GOAL OF THIS SPORTS PAGE IS TO INFORM STUDENTS ABOUT SPORTS ON CAMPUS. NIKE DOES NOT SPONSOR ANY VARSITY, INTRAMURAL OR CLUB SPORTS ON THIS CAMPUS AND THIS PAGE DOES NOT IN ANY WAY IMPLY SUCH SPONSORSHIP.

The women’s squad was led this past weekend by epee captain Magda Krol and senior Anne Hoos.

The team will enter the collegiate spring season with this weekend’s tournament at Rutgers University.
Behind the scenes, Super Bowl XXXII is a numbers game. Just think about it. Next Sunday almost 800 million television viewers in 188 countries will watch the Green Bay Packers and the Denver Broncos live, in color and in 17 languages.

Nearly 70,000 folks will see the action from their seats at San Diego's Qualcomm Stadium. Another 3,000 media are credentialed to chronicle the exploits of Brett Favre and John Elway.

And the list goes on: 17,000 hotel rooms; 16,000 game-day parking passes; 680 private jets; an 800,000-square-foot hospitality village; 1,200 pregame show dancers; 1,600 halftime performers; a 2,500-member security force; five Blue Angels and a B-2 bomber.

And, last but not least, 300 tons of garbage, generated during the course of the afternoon.

These staggering numbers are just a fraction of what goes into orchestrating Super Bowl XXXII. And the enormous responsibility of making it all happen without a hitch falls on the shoulders of one man, Jim Steeg, 47, the NFL's vice president of special events.

No one else in the world understands the big picture of the Super Bowl like Steeg. He's a breath of fresh air.

Adds Bob Best, who has produced Super Bowl halftime shows for Steeg the last 14 years: "He lives the Super Bowl. He loves it. It's his life."

Born in Boston and raised in Purdue, Steeg grew up a sports fan. He wasn't physically gifted the way John Elway. And, last but not least, 300 tons of garbage, generated during the course of the afternoon.
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Adds Bob Best, who has produced Super Bowl halftime shows for Steeg the last 14 years: "He lives the Super Bowl. He loves it. It's his life."

Born in Boston and raised in Purdue, Steeg grew up a sports fan. He wasn't physically gifted the way John Elway. And, last but not least, 300 tons of garbage, generated during the course of the afternoon.
Tennis
continued from page 20
bolt or screw as he powered past Chicoine 6-3, dominating from the baseline and playing confidently at the net. Jakub Pietrowski left his coach speechless as he surged by Minnesota’s Adam Selkirk, 6-1, 6-1.
"There really isn’t much to say about it," Bayliss stated. "It was all Pietrowski."
After Michalowski defeated Patterson in the first set 6-3, Patterson went on a 6-2, 6-3 war path to win at the No. 3 position. Although unsuccessful at the No. 5 and No. 6 positions of Eric Enloe and Warford, the Irish showed definite potential.
"They played hard and showed a good accounting for themselves," Bayliss said. "They had first match jitters, but they’re both going to win a lot of matches down the road."
Those few jitters have until Saturday to dance themselves out of the Irish. Buchschild will once again test his mighty shoulder strength as last Saturday’s hero carries his team’s weight to the home court against DePaul and Miami of Ohio.

Deadline is February 23, 1998

WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIFE OF A CHILD THIS SUMMER?
COME FOR A JOB INTERVIEW TO WORK AT:
CAMP SWEENEY
A RESIDENTIAL SPORTS CAMP IN NORTH TEXAS FOR CHILDREN WITH DIABETES
INTERVIEWS FRIDAY, JANUARY 23rd FROM 9:00 AM TO 5:00 PM IN THE LIBRARY FOYER
Camp Sweeney is an equal opportunity employer.

"Do not let what you cannot do interfere with what you can do."
HELP a tradition founded by Knute Rockne that has contributed over $500,000 to the Holy Cross Missions in Bangladesh.
HAVE AN IMPACT! There is no better time to learn and practice the principles of a true Notre Dame man or woman: serving others... caring... giving of yourself.
JOIN BENGAL BOUTS as a participant, member, volunteer, promoter, spectator, organizer or donor. Stop in the boxing room over the next few days or any time in the next few weeks if you want to help or call 631-9325.

It’s not too late! Last week marked the start of boxing practice for the 68th Annual Bengal Bouts, a tradition on campus since its founding in 1931 by Knute Rockne (as a way to get his football players in shape!) The bouts have impacted thousands of student lives...but more importantly, the young lives of hundreds of thousands in Bangladesh (formerly Bengal).

• Over $500,000 in proceeds from the Bouts have gone to the Holy Cross Missions in Bangladesh to help run Notre Dame College, an orphanage, a medical center, and much more.
• Dominic J. "Nappy" Napolitano directed the program for over 50 years, and now this unique, non-profit mission in the home court against DePaul
• Make this second semester special...participate in what the majority of the more than 3,000 Notre Dame boxers have called their "greatest experience at Notre Dame." Meet incredible people, and build friendships for life.
• Whether you’re a second semester law student (and want to forget about tarts and tortes!), or a freshman (try to "find yourself"), get involved!
Practice is at the Joyce ACC in the boxing room (lower level next to the "pit") and runs from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. for the men and 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. for the women.
Help us...Help you...Help yourself...Help the mission...Help the poor of the world.
Stop in the boxing room over the next few days or any time in the next few weeks if you want to help, or call 631-9325.

Bengal Bouts
Since 1931
All Proceeds Go to the Holy Cross Missions in Bangladesh. Please Join us and help.
Back-to-back wins for the Irish

By BRIAN KESSLER
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women’s swimming and diving teams have much to be happy about coming off two impressive dual-meet performances this weekend against ranked opponents Miami and Illinois. The two home wins improved the team’s unblemished record to 6-0 in dual-meet competition.

“We were into both of the events thinking they would be very close and our coaches had us really pumped up,” commented Brittany Kline. “The win over Illinois was really exciting and BIG for us.”

Dame had placed one spot behind Gallo who won back-to-back events against ranked opponents Miami and Illinois since they beat us last year.”

“Senior Linda Gallo captured the 1000-meter freestyle, breaking her own school record and finishing with a time of 9:56.34. Gallo’s time of 4:53.25 was also good enough for first in the 500 freestyle, an event in which the Irish claimed the top three spots.

“Gallo did a great job and the team mates Kristen Van Saun and Brenda Reddy, who claimed first and second, respectively,” said Gallo.

The backstroke events were dominated by Allison Yentil, a double winner in the 100 and 200 backstroke with times of 59.10 and 2:05.80, respectively.

In the two diving events, the Irish could do no better than third.

“They have some of the best divers in the country so it was kind of intimidating,” commented Gina Ketelhohn.

A day later, the Irish returned to the Rolfs Aquatic Center and knocked off a 22nd-ranked Illinois team that was 8-0 in dual-meet competition by a final score of 175-125.

The Irish victory came as no surprise to many since Notre Dame had placed one spot ahead of Illinois in the Rainbow Invitational early January.

“We swam and trained with them in Hawaii, so it felt good to beat them, especially since they were ranked ahead of us,” said Gallo.

The Irish won the first three events of the meet, two of them behind Gallo who won back-to-back races. She followed up her victory in the 1000 freestyle with a school record-breaking performance in the 200 freestyle (1:50.10). However, Notre Dame ended up 40-34 after the fourth race.

Brittany Kline, Shannon Sudduth, and Kathleen Rimkus finished one-two-three in the fifth event, the 100 breaststroke. This sweep was huge for the Irish.

“We watched the backstrokers and they were disappointed with their performance,” said Kline.

“The sweep was at a key point in the meet and it opened up the lead, giving the rest of the team a lot of confidence.”

The Irish built their lead to 97-53 after eight events as Newell captured the 200 butterfly. Nixon won the 50 freestyle, and divers Gina Ketelhohn, Jessica Johnstone, and Rhiana Saunders swept the one-meter diving.

“It felt good to bounce back the way we did taking first through fourth in the diving events after a disappointing performance against Miami,” said Ketelhohn.

Notre Dame put Illinois away with Sudduth’s victory in the 200 breaststroke. Gallo’s first place finish in the 500 freestyle (her third in as many events), and Liz Bargere and Newell’s first place finish in the 100 butterfly.

Once again it was Ketelhohn leading the way in the diving events, as the Irish captured the top three spots in the three-meter diving competition.

The women’s back-to-back victories against ranked opponents proved that the Irish are a legitimate top 20 team and the front-runners as they attempt to defend last year’s Big East championship.
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Dutch airline
Surfing site

PHYSICS

"Tender —

LATER THAT NIGHT

A SKEPTIC

IONS'T THAT LIKE USING A METAL DETECTOR TO T E X T N O T I F I C A T I O N S L I T T L E T R U E ?

IF YOUR CONTROLLED TESTS HAVE NEVER FOUND PSYCHOIC POWERS,
HOW DO YOU KNOW THE TESTS WORK FOR THAT SORT OF THING?

CROSSWORD

ACROSS

1. Got hazard
2. Abound
3. A few
4. Law (old
5. Lunchbox treat
6. Opposite of
7. Having feel
8. Physics
9. Tender —
10. "1983 Robert
11. Holy cow
12. Surfing site
13. Dutch airline
14. Not much for
15. Attire
16. Answer to previous puzzle

DOWN

1. Recipe amt.
2. Attire
3. Search for the unknown?
4. Jeffy
5. Pole on a
6. God of love
7. Very wise;
8. In a humble way
9. Person
10. Book after Ams
11. Bit of E-mail
12. Hosp. areas
13. Flexible, like
14. Stomach, like
15. 23rd Street
16. Tiny Tim’s
17. 8 Mine metal
18. Retributive time
19. Casino
20. Soldiers
21. Quick swim
22. Rousing card
23. Tiny Tim’s
24. August
25. Where Athens is
26. Feminine
27. 1910 on
28. Cornerstones
29. Naught, naughty!
30. Like most N.B.A.
31. Follow
32. Boy in Life
33. Have big ones
34. Hair cutting
35. Answers to any three clues in this puzzle are available by touch-tone phone
1-900-420-9656 (75c per minute). Annual subscriptions are available for the last 30 years. 1-888-7-ACROSS.

LATE NIGHT OLYMPICS Friday, January 23, 1998 7:00 PM - 1:00 AM Joyce Center

Wanted: Reporters, photographers and editors. Join The Observer staff.
Rothschild overcomes illness to give Irish victory

By SHANNON RYAN
Sports Writer

Some days a captain's shoulders just are not wide enough to carry his team to victory. In Notre Dame's season opener on Saturday, Danny Rothschild proved that even when his shoulders were slumped from a 24-hour flu, he still had the strength and concentration to win when desperately needed.

In what head coach Bob Bayliss called "the most dramatic of fashions," Rothschild battled the flu, fatigue, a sprained ankle and muscle tension to lead the Irish to a 4-3 victory over rival host Minnesota.

As the last player on the court, the Irish depended on the ailing Rothschild to break the 3-3 deadlock for its first win. After vomiting behind a curtain, icing an ankle and muscle tension to haul himself up, the 6-foot senior defeated Jorge Duenas in a gutsy display of serving and volleying, 6-4, 7-6, 6-4.

"Danny showed a tremendous amount of courage," Bayliss said. "He essentially won the match for us. It was one for the ages."

Or maybe it was one because of the age. Rothschild's, that is.

"As a captain, I think I acted differently than I would have a couple of years ago," Rothschild said. "I've never felt like that before or been sick during a match. I think being an experienced player helped." 

Matt Horsley's notable absence in doubles due to a wrist injury kept him out of play. "As the spring season began this past weekend with the North American Cup, the team's goal was to continue its preparation. The focus on individual competition gave the Irish much-needed practice for the important NCAA team meets that will begin this upcoming weekend against powerhouse Rutgers, Stanford, and St. John's.

"The weekend's individual matchups were a good preparation for the team needs for next weekend," commented head coach Yves Auriol.

"They weren't aggressive enough, and they broke down fundamentally. After the Irish got the doubles troubles out of their system, they focused whole-heartedly on the singles," Bayliss commented. "They weren't aggressive enough, and they broke down fundamentally."

The meet gave starters and their subs the chance to see the men's sabre squad were a key example of the importance this tournament had in preparing the team. In addition to the fine play of leaders Andrzej Bednarski and Luke LaValle, who finished second in the under 20 competition and ninth overall, Stephen McQuade turned in a fine finish. "He's just getting his feet wet," said LaValle. "But there is no doubt he will give us depth as a second." 

The Irish fencing squad honed its skills at the North American Cup.